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Chapter 371: Dare to Take A Bet? Who Is Less Than A Pig? 

Everyone’s hearts skipped a beat and their chests beat like drums. 

Didn’t that country bumpkin Gu Qiqi only know how to hide behind Xiao Ning and not dare to make a 

sound? 

Wasn’t she a bookworm who only knew how to take examinations? 

Why was she so arrogant and imposing the moment she spoke? 

That faint question actually suffocated everyone! 

On what basis should she? 

Even Bai Yingzhu swallowed her saliva and was stunned for a while before she said with difficulty, “We… 

We weren’t wrong in the first place! What future can a veterinarian have? Feeding pigs and dogs sounds 

good, but what doesn’t sound good is that they’re inferior to pigs and dogs! What’s the big deal about 

serving animals? Only useless people like you can do it!” 

When the freshmen from the veterinary school heard these words, they felt terrible. 

They had their dreams too, okay? It was just that their admission scores were lower and they could only 

enroll in this school. 

What’s wrong with serving small animals? Why were they lower than others? 

But they didn’t dare to say it. 

As soon as they entered the school, the seniors had seriously warned them not to start a conflict with 

people from the clinical medicine school. 

Because those people were all privileged children of heaven. Not to mention their good grades, most of 

them were descendants of noble families. 

Conflict with those people would only result in being crushed. If things went wrong, it would implicate 

them to the point where they wouldn’t even be able to attend school and their families would suffer. 

At this moment, in the face of Bai Yingzhu’s repeated provocations, they could only forcefully endure it. 

But their angry gazes revealed the unwillingness in their hearts. 

Gu Qiqi stood in front. Her expression remained indifferent throughout. Even when Bai Yingzhu said 

those unpleasant words and said they were inferior to pigs and dogs, she wasn’t moved at all. 

But her voice was clearly colder. “Then, do you dare to gamble with me about who exactly is trash and 

who is a pig and dog?” 

Bai Yingzhu choked. 

She had only wanted to say it out loud just now. But who would have thought that Gu Qiqi would 

actually counterattack? 



If she admitted defeat now, wouldn’t she be laughed at? 

How was she going to dominate the Empire Medical University in the future? 

“Heh heh, what a joke. A useless person still wants to gamble with me?” 

“Cut the crap. Do you dare?” Gu Qiqi said coolly. 

Bai Yingzhu gnashed her teeth. “Let’s bet then! But I won’t bet with you on boring things like 

examinations! If you want to bet, let’s bet on some real ability!” 

Bai Yingzhu had a good plan in her heart. 

Gu Qiqi was so good at examinations that she always scored full marks. 

If they competed in an exam, wouldn’t she definitely lose? 

But if they were to compare medical practicality… As the eldest daughter of the Bai clan’s 

pharmaceutical industry, no matter how much of a playboy she was, she knew more than that country 

bumpkin. 

Furthermore, during the summer vacation, Auntie Molly was afraid that she wouldn’t be able to keep up 

with the fast pace of the new term. She even found a tutor for her who prepared her with entry-level 

knowledge in clinical medicine for her in advance. She even brought her to the operating room and the 

autopsy room privately to observe… 

It could be said that although she wasn’t as talented, she had a high starting point and a good family 

background. She held the advantage. She was probably the most knowledgeable in medicine among the 

new students! 

Bai Yingzhu was filled with confidence. As long as they competed in practicality… she would definitely 

win! 

“Then, tell me what your so-called true ability is?” Gu Qiqi squinted. “I’ll make sure to defeat you.” 

D*mn it! What arrogance! 

What a crazy attitude! 

Bai Yingzhu snorted coldly and said, “Then let’s compete with herbs!” 

“Hey, hey, hey! You’re breaking the rules! Bai Yingzhu, your family owns a pharmacy. You have the 

cheek to compete with others in identifying herbs?!” Little Master Xiao Ning’s crazy friend-protecting 

demon overtook her. She stuck her head out and pointed her middle finger at Bai Yingzhu in disdain. 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. Actually, it was better this way. 
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The little dirty turtle beat its chest and stomped its feet. Oh my! Little Master Xiao Ning, can you not 

talk? If we were to compete in identifying herbs, that poisonous Yingzhu would definitely lose! Who 

could be more capable than my master in identifying poisons and medicine? 

Not even robots! 

After being scolded by Xiao Ning, Bai Yingying blushed and felt a little embarrassed. She changed her 

words. “Hmph, in order to avoid suspicion, let’s not compare medicine recognition. Let’s compete…” 

She rolled her eyes. This was an autopsy room. Everything was ready. 

She was all too familiar with this place. She had been ordered by Auntie Molly to stay in the autopsy 

room for more than half a month during the summer vacation. 

They watched and did experiments on lab rats. 

Her aunt’s motive was to let her come into contact with dissection in the first period so that she 

wouldn’t be afraid or vomit. At the same time, she wanted her to master dissection skills in advance. 

At least, she was considered advanced in dissection among the freshmen! 

What about Gu Qiqi? 

This was the first time in her life that she had seen an autopsy table since she came from a rural place 

like Qing Cheng, right? 

When she saw the real dissection process later, wouldn’t she be so frightened that she would collapse 

on the spot and vomit everywhere? 

Heh heh! 

That’s great! 

In order to let everyone admire Gu Qiqi’s useless look and turn Gu Qiqi into a country bumpkin mocked 

by everyone at the Imperial Medical University, let’s compete this way… 

“Let’s compete in anatomy then!” 

Bai Yingzhu blurted out. 

Xiao Ning became anxious. Damn it. This moronic princess was too sinister today. Qiqi had never 

entered an autopsy room before. How was she going to compete? 

“Qiqi, don’t agree to her request. She doesn’t have good intentions!” 

“Don’t worry.” Gu Qiqi held Xiao Ning’s small hand and blinked lightly at her. “Believe me.” 

“I… I believe…” Xiao Ning was stunned. Damn it. Qiqi’s look just now was so alluring. I love her too 

much! 

No. 

She couldn’t immerse herself in Beauty Qi’s peerless beauty. She had to persuade Beauty Qi not to fall 

for it. 



However, before she could speak, Gu Qiqi had already agreed lightly. “Okay, as you wish. Let’s compete 

in dissection.” 

She said each word lightly but confidently. 

Xiao Ning wailed in her heart. Forget it. In the worst case, we will lose and I will help her out! 

Bai Yinglu was delighted. Gu Qiqi had taken the bait. That was great! 

She had to give Gu Qiqi a hard time. “If you lose, kowtow to me three times in public. Then, go to the 

principal’s office automatically and say that you’re so stupid that you’re inferior to pigs and dogs. You 

can’t study and will drop out of school automatically!” 

D*mn it! How ruthless! 

Xiao Ning staggered and nearly lost her balance. 

Bai Yingzhu was becoming more and more sinister. 

“Qiqi, you can’t agree…” Xiao Ning’s powerless dissuasion had just begun. 

Gu Qiqi’s calm voice rose once more. “Okay.” 

Xiao Ning was speechless. Was she destined to go to the principal’s office to admit that she was inferior 

to pigs and dogs? Anyway, she couldn’t let Qiqi go. If Bai Yeyuan found out, would he use her stupidity 

as an excuse to punish her again… 

Xiao Ning shivered and walked away in a daze. 

Bai Yingzhu was extremely pleased. “Then, let the competition begin!” 

“Don’t you want to hear the penalty if you lose?” Gu Qiqi curved her lips and said. 

Bai Yingzhu replied. “There’s no need to know. Anyway, I’m definitely going to win!” 

Gu Qiqi said, “Oh, nothing is certain in this world.” 

Bai Yingzhu snorted. “Hmph! You won’t be able to win even if I told you!” 

Gu Qiqi squinted. “It’s very simple. If you lose, you’ll hang a sign that says you’re inferior to pigs and 

dogs. You’ll go to the piggery in our veterinary school and feed the pigs and bathe them… Don’t forget to 

clean the pig dung.” 

Little Master Xiao Ning staggered again. 

D*mn it. D*mn it. The stakes of these two people were getting more and more ruthless. 

Although Beauty Qi didn’t say that she was quitting school, cleaning pig dung was simply more terrifying 

than taking Bai Yingzhu’s life! 

Chapter 373: Powerful Little Princess Yingzhu 

Indeed, Bai Yingzhu’s face paled. 

Clean pig dung?! 



She had lived an extravagant life since she was young. She had never seen such a dirty place before. 

How could she actually let her princess hand clean those things! 

“Gu Qiqi, what kind of lousy bet is this?!” 

“Why? Are you afraid? Afraid of losing?” 

“You!” 

How could a proud little princess like Bai Yingzhu admit that she was afraid of losing? 

She would definitely win. 

That’s right. Anatomy was her forte among the freshmen. Why should she be afraid? 

Immediately, her desire to win surged. “Okay, let’s gamble now!” 

“Wait.” Gu Qiqi stopped her. 

“What happened again?!” Bai Ying was impatient. 

Gu Qiqi said, “Also, if you lose, the people from your clinical medicine school have to bow and apologize 

to our veterinary school collectively!” 

The students’ eyes lit up. 

They didn’t expect Gu Qiqi to help everyone seek justice. 

Bai Yingzhu snorted in disdain. “Let’s bet then. But… If you lose, the people from the veterinary school 

will still have to bow to us! If you kneel, they will bow. Hahahaha, the scene will definitely be exciting!” 

A trace of coldness flashed across Gu Qiqi’s eyes. “Deal!” 

Once she said these two words, she turned around lightly. 

Bai Yingzhu brought a group of people and squeezed into the laboratory in a grandiose manner. 

She took a look and saw that experimental tools had already been prepared on the autopsy table. There 

was a beautiful emerald green frog in the glassware. 

Initially, the students were only joking. But now they were facing a real frog and it was alive. Everyone 

inexplicably felt a little afraid. 

After all, they were all freshmen and had never come into contact with this thing before! 

Were they really going to cut open this living little thing with a knife? 

Would the blood squirt on their faces? 

It was a little terrifying. 

Under everyone’s hesitant and retreating gazes, Bai Ying was filled with confidence. She pointed proudly 

at the instruction manual on the table. “Country bumpkin, you still don’t understand the dissection 

steps, right? Take a good look. You have to completely open the frog’s stomach and take a complete 

photo of its internal organs! If you slice open its intestines and heart with a knife, you will still lose!” 



“Yes.” Gu Qiqi replied lightly. 

Bai Yingzhu curled her lips. “Tsk. You’re still pretending to be calm? I think you don’t even know where 

to start, right? Don’t even think about peeking at me… Let’s talk about this first. Whoever completes it 

faster wins!” 

“Okay.” Gu Qiqi said concisely. 

After Bai Yinglu explained the conditions, she didn’t hesitate anymore and immediately stretched out 

her hand to take out the frog. She threw it into a wide bottle first and then took a small amount of 

ether. After covering the bottle cap, she shook it vigorously for a long time. 

After the frog fainted, she carefully took it out and spread it on the table. 

Honestly speaking, the frog was really a little ugly! 

Furthermore, its entire body was sticky and slippery. It was disgusting to the touch. 

If she hadn’t practiced this countless times during her summer vacation, Bai Yingzhu would have 

vomited all over the floor by now. 

Just like that, the students watching felt nauseous and their fingers trembled. 

But Bai Yingzhu didn’t stop for a moment. She took a deep breath and tried her best to extend the frog’s 

limbs. She stabilized them with needles and took a pair of scissors. She drew the lines in the frog’s 

stomach and cut them carefully… 

Blood seeped out. 

Although it wasn’t as exaggerated as blood squirting on her face, it still stained Bai Yingzhu’s hand. 

She used a fat cotton ball to soak the blood and tried her best to pull at the cut stomach while searching 

for the frog’s organs… 

The usually sweet and arrogant little princess looked quite decent at this moment. 

The students from the clinical medicine school all raised their necks proudly. 

“Our little princess Yingzhu is still the best! The entire process took less than five minutes!” 

“Of course. Yingzhu is the princess of a pharmaceutical family. How can that kind of country bumpkin 

compare to her?” 

“Tsk tsk. Look, what’s that country bumpkin doing? She is spreading her hands out and doesn’t know 

what to do at all. Hahahaha…” 

Looking at Gu Qiqi, who had yet to make a move, everyone started to mock her. 

Chapter 374: Stunning Knife Skills 

The people from the clinical medicine school mocked her fearlessly. 

It couldn’t be blamed on their cheap mouths. Indeed, Gu Qiqi’s actions were very slow and strange. They 

were different from the procedures in the textbooks. 



Her methods were very different from Bai Ying’s. 

She first slowly put on a thin disinfectant glove. Then, her gaze swept across the scissors without 

stopping. Instead, she picked a scalpel and disinfected it unhurriedly with a disinfectant tissue. 

These actions wasted three to four minutes. 

After finishing these preparations, she wasn’t in a hurry to take the frog. Instead, she raised her hands 

slightly and hung them in the air. Her gaze was focused on the little frog in the glassware who was 

drumming its big mouth nervously. 

It was as if she was exchanging looks with a frog. 

Everyone was speechless. 

What exactly was this bookworm doing? 

Did she even know how to dissect? 

Even if she didn’t understand the teaching methods, she shouldn’t be so stupid as to not know how to 

start, right? 

The people from the clinical medicine school despised her even more. 

Bai Yingzhu took the time to glance over and couldn’t help but feel smug. 

She knew it! A country bumpkin was a person with high scores and low abilities. Once it came to the 

practical stage, she would be exposed! 

She didn’t even know the first step of anesthetizing a frog, right? Hahaha! 

She was only one step away from taking the photo. It was a sure win. 

She couldn’t help but say smugly, “Country bumpkin, don’t waste your energy. You better admit defeat 

obediently and prepare to kowtow to me. Then, you can withdraw from school automatically! Oh, that’s 

right. Don’t forget that there’s also the useless people from your veterinary school. All of you have to 

bow and apologize to me. Don’t even think about escaping!” 

Bai Yingzhu’s words made the students from the veterinary school pale and panic. 

Previously, they had always admired Gu Qiqi, believed in Gu Qiqi, and were grateful to her. They 

couldn’t help but doubt—could she really beat that little princess? 

Although the little princess was pampered, her methods were very proficient and professional. On the 

other hand, Gu Qiqi looked really dumbfounded. Her actions were very slow and she was in a 

completely different state. 

Could it be that… she really had high scores and low abilities? 

A few people couldn’t help but complain. 

“It’s all that arrogant Gu Qiqi’s fault! Who gave her the courage to actually dare to gamble with all of 

us?” 



“That’s right. She’s great. Even if she loses, she’ll just drop out of school and we still have to bow and 

apologize. We’ll be mocked to death here for five years in university! I’m so angry!” 

“Can she kneel down quickly now? Perhaps the little princess Yingzhu will let us off?” 

“That’s right. Hurry up and kneel down. Anyway, she doesn’t know how to dissect it!” 

Hearing the grudges of these few cowards, Gu Qiqi’s face was calm without the slightest ripple. 

Xiao Ning was furious. “Hey, do you guys still have a conscience? You’re embarrassing our veterinary 

school! Can you have some backbone?!” 

They actually took the initiative to kneel down before the competition was over. They really deserved to 

be called inferior to pigs and dogs. 

Just as everyone was arguing fiercely… 

Gu Qiqi suddenly moved. 

Her hand that was hanging in mid-air gently opened the glassware and lifted the little frog out! 

She didn’t use anesthesia and pressed the little frog’s belly up onto the table. 

Everyone was so surprised that they couldn’t close their mouths. What followed was strong disdain. 

Gosh, did she have common sense? 

Would the frog surrender and lie down for her to dissect it? 

It was fine if she didn’t give it anesthesia, but she actually didn’t use needles to stabilize its limbs? 

It would jump around randomly! 

However, in the very next second, everyone’s disdain turned to disbelief. 

Although the little frog was struggling nervously, Gu Qiqi was as calm as water. 

Her slender and fair hand gripped the thin scalpel blade and drew a beautiful curve in the air. 

In a second, it cut open the little frog’s stomach. 

In a second, she took a photo. 

One second later, she sewed up the wound! 

Throughout the entire process, not a single drop of blood actually flowed out! 

Perfect! 

Chapter 375: You Lost! Hurry Up and Clean pig dung! 

This saber technique. 

How breathtaking! 

How shocking! 



Everyone was stunned and speechless. 

It turned out that Gu Qiqi didn’t know how to dissect properly at all. But cutting the frog open was too 

easy for her. 

She didn’t even have to race against time. She could astound the crowd in the last three seconds! 

On the other hand, no matter how professional, orderly or busy Bai Yingzhu’s actions were… 

Just the anesthetic and skin removal took five minutes. Coupled with the process of dealing with the 

organs and taking the photo, it took nearly ten minutes to barely settle it! 

The superiority was obvious! 

There was silence. 

Dead silence. 

Everyone was so shocked that they couldn’t make a sound. 

On the other hand, Bai Yinghu finally took a complete photo of the little frog’s organs. She was done and 

breathed a sigh of relief. 

She thought that everyone was amazed at her efficiency and methods. She pretended to be humble 

with a smile. “Actually, I’m also talented and a little proficient. It can’t be helped. My family is a 

pharmaceutical family. I’ve been influenced by them—” 

Before she could finish bragging, she stopped abruptly. 

Because when she tilted her head, she saw the dissection photo on Gu Qiqi’s table! 

Not only did Gu Qiqi settle the dissection photo earlier than her, but she was also caressing the little 

frog’s stomach calmly at this moment as if she was scratching its itch playfully! 

Impossible. How could a country bumpkin be faster than her? 

“You’ve lost.” Gu Qiqi smiled. 

“You… You’re lying!” Bai Ying complained angrily. 

“Oh? You mean that everyone is blind?” 

“I don’t care. You must be lying. If you had dissected it before, why isn’t there a drop of blood on that 

frog?! Furthermore, it’s still alive! Who are you kidding?” 

Bai Yingzhu shook her head fiercely and refused to believe it. 

“Oh… If you’re really from a pharmaceutical family, you should understand the most simple logic. The 

blood of cold-blooded animals only gushes out after cutting open their blood vessels for three seconds. 

If you can stitch them up within three seconds and press down on their blood vessels, there won’t be 

any bleeding,” Gu Qiqi said lightly. 

Then, she mocked her lightly. “As for the living… Isn’t this the most basic respect for the experimental 

subject? If everyone who has been dissected by you dies, when you become a doctor in the future, who 



would dare to let you undergo a cesarean section? Have a child? Take out a tumor? Do you plan to treat 

all the patients like dead frogs?” 

Once Gu Qiqi’s voice fell, the little frog let out a “Croak!” at the appropriate moment. 

It seemed to agree with her opinion and at the same time, it despised Bai Yingzhu’s ignorance and 

arrogance. 

In an instant, Bai Yingzhu’s face flushed red! 

An invisible slap landed ruthlessly on her face. It was so painful that her heart trembled! 

She could hardly believe that she had lost. 

She had lost to a country bumpkin. 

Not only did this country bumpkin know how to dissect, but she also knew how to stitch. 

She had never heard of anything not bleeding in three seconds! 

It was useless even if she had heard of it. She couldn’t do it either. 

What kind of heaven-defying pair of hands could do an autopsy and stitch in three seconds?! And even 

take a photo! 

“You lost.” Gu Qiqi said lightly. 

His tone was so indifferent, but every word seemed to stab at her heart like a sharp sword, making Bai 

Ying shiver. 

Where was her image of a bookworm? 

What happened to her high scores and low abilities?! 

The crisp sound of slaps rang. 

Little Master Xiao Ning applauded happily and bounced in front of Bai Yingzhu. “What are you doing? 

Why aren’t you saying anything? Weren’t you chattering quite well just now? Hey, hey, hey. Be more 

self-aware. If you lose, quickly hang a sign that you’re inferior to pigs and dogs and clean the pigpen! 

Our veterinary school’s piglets are waiting for you to scoop dung!” 

Bai Ying’s flushed face immediately lost its color and turned pale. 

A sign saying that she was inferior to pigs and dogs! 

Pig dung! 

Chapter 376: Bow 180 degrees And Apologize 

In the first nineteen years of Bai Ying’s life, she had never encountered such humiliation! 

She was slapped in public and even had to clean pig dung! 

How was she going to survive this? 



Behind her, the students from the clinical medicine school felt as uncomfortable as swallowing a fly. 

If they had known that the little poppy Yingzhu would be so vulnerable, they really shouldn’t have 

spoken arrogantly and chimed in previously. 

Who would have thought that the Bai family’s daughter, Bai Yingzhu, couldn’t beat that bookworm Gu 

Qiqi! 

All of them wanted to slip away in the chaos. 

Unfortunately, Little Master Xiao Ning had long expected these people to have evil intentions. 

She placed her hands on her waist and blocked the door in an imposing manner. “Why? Can’t afford to 

lose? Don’t forget that all of you have to bow 180 degrees and apologize too!” 

Everyone’s faces turned green. 

Apologize to these scum from the veterinary school? 

How aggrieving! 

Immediately, someone started to shirk responsibility. “We didn’t agree just now…” 

“Sure. Then, I’ll upload this recording to the school forum and let the entire school verify what you said 

just now.” Little Master Xiao Ning waved her phone. Clearly, she had come prepared. 

What the! 

How sinister! 

She actually prepared a recording in advance… 

Everyone from the clinical medicine school felt like vomiting blood. They had no choice but to admit 

defeat. 

“I’m sorry…” 

All of them finally lowered their arrogant heads and bowed to the students from the veterinary school 

to apologize. 

For a moment, the freshmen from the veterinary school were filled with emotions. 

These people weren’t anyone else but people from the most awesome and arrogant clinical medicine 

school at the Imperial Medical University! 

If it weren’t for Gu Qiqi, how could they have received that group of people’s apology? 

Gu Qiqi was really their lucky goddess! 

Upon hearing the uniform apologies, Xiao Ning curved her lips and smiled. “No! Your bowing posture is 

too inappropriate. 180 degrees! Do you understand?” 

Everyone was speechless. Little Master Xiao Ning, could you be any worse? 

They had no choice but to quickly end this humiliating scene as soon as possible. 



Everyone could only bow again. This time, they lowered their heads to the soles of their shoes before 

they finally satisfied Little Master Xiao Ning. 

Bai Yingzhu, who had been standing in front of the research table with a pale face, finally couldn’t hold it 

back anymore. 

She rushed out. “Are you pigs? If I tell you to bow, then bow! Who said that we lost?! Isn’t Gu Qiqi just 

good at experiments? She only knows how to dissect a frog?” 

“Tsk! You say it so easily, but what about you? If you have the ability, then complete the dissection in 

three seconds!” Xiao Ning curled her lips. 

Bai Yingzhu gnashed her teeth. “Then the chef knows how to do it too! Who doesn’t know how to cook 

a frog like a chicken in a restaurant?” 

Xiao Ning laughed sarcastically. “Hey, will the chef turn the slaughtered chickens back into live 

chickens?” 

Bai Yingzhu was speechless. That d*mned Xiao Ning had such a vicious mouth. 

Xiao Ning snorted coldly and clasped her wrist directly. “Don’t be melodramatic. Let’s go. I’ll bring you to 

our veterinary school’s piggery.” 

Bai Yingzhu’s pupils shrank and she struggled desperately. “No! I don’t want to go! Gu Qiqi didn’t win at 

all. I wasn’t wrong either. She’s inferior to pigs and dogs. She has high scores and low abilities. 

Otherwise, why did our Head Shen Ping drive her away? Why would a useless person like her come to a 

scumbag school like yours?! Even if she did a hundred dissection experiments, it won’t change the fact 

that she was kicked out!” 

Xiao Ning simply wanted to choke her to death. 

This moron actually refused to admit defeat despite having been beaten to a pulp by Gu Qiqi. 

She even wanted to defame Qiqi? 

She was about to go forward and debate about it! 

Suddenly, a stern rebuke came from behind her. “This is too outrageous! Why are you all blocking the 

path here?!” 

Chapter 377: Slapping Her Face Ruthlessly Again! 

With a shout, the students immediately made way. 

“The director is here! The director is here!” Everyone exclaimed in a low voice. 

Could it be that their actions just now were too disruptive and actually alarmed the hospital’s leader? 

As a middle-aged man walked into the laboratory surrounded by a few teachers and secretaries. 

Everyone’s debate stopped. 

Xiao Ning naturally couldn’t continue quarreling with Bai Yingzhu. 



She walked to Gu Qiqi’s side and complained, “Seriously, when our director leaves in a while, I’ll 

personally escort Bai Yingzhu to feed the pigs…” 

Before she could finish speaking, her lips suddenly formed the word “O” and she couldn’t close them 

anymore. 

That middle-aged man who walked in wasn’t the director of their veterinary school at all. He was a new 

face. 

But she recognized the secretary by the man’s side! 

Yesterday, she and Gu Qiqi went to the clinical medicine school to seek an explanation. In the end, they 

were stopped outside by Shen Ping’s secretary and couldn’t enter. 

In fact, he even insulted them ruthlessly! 

Wasn’t this director’s secretary in front of Shen Ping’s secretary from yesterday? 

Could it be that this middle-aged director was Shen Ping?! 

Gu Qiqi’s eyes darkened! 

This was Shen Ping. That’s right. 

And it was the Shen family! 

Although she had never seen this distant relative before, she still recognized him at a glance. 

This Shen Ping’s eyebrows and eyes were nearly identical to Old Madam Gu’s. It was the marvelous 

effect of genetics. 

They were all very mean and malevolent! 

Why was Shen Ping here? Could it be that he felt that the secretary hadn’t humiliated her enough and 

came to humiliate her personally today? 

Or was he here to rescue Bai Yingzhu? 

For a moment, doubts arose. She remained calm and waited to see what would happen. 

Indeed, Bai Yingzhu couldn’t help but rush up. “Director, they’re bullying us as veterinarians. They want 

us to raise pigs and clean pig dung for them. They’re bullying us!” 

Bai Yingluo complained first. 

She instinctively thought that Shen Ping was here to support her. 

Although the century-old Ambergris from yesterday had been eaten up by worms and she nearly 

couldn’t deliver it properly, she went home immediately to get wild ginseng and gave it to Shen Ping. 

If Shen Ping didn’t support her, who else could he support? 

Heh heh, at least this old man knew how to conduct himself. He must have heard some classmate’s 

rumors and rushed over to help her smooth things over, right? 



This time, let’s see who would still dare to have a hold on her. 

Wishes were beautiful, but reality was harsh. 

Shen Ping only glanced at her before he said impatiently, “What are you doing here? You came to other 

people’s school to create a scene. Who else would they bully if not you? Hurry up and leave!” 

Seriously, the principal had given him a death order to invite Gu Qiqi back. 

It would be fine if he invited her back secretly. 

This group of brats actually surrounded the laboratory. How could he lower his voice? 

How troublesome! How annoying! 

Bai Yingzhu was stunned. 

It seemed that she didn’t expect Shen Ping’s attitude towards her to be so poor. 

Gritting her teeth, she continued, “Headmaster, we’re not here to cause a scene. Gu Qiqi insisted on 

gambling with us. She’s clearly a useless person whom you kicked away, but she’s strutting around here. 

Isn’t this embarrassing you…” 

Bai Yingzhu thought that she was very smart and directed her hatred of Gu Qiqi to Head Shen Ping. 

Little did she know… 

In the very next second. 

The words that Shen Ping said shocked her so much that her insides were about to explode and she was 

filled with despair! 

Shen Ping frowned and said, “Who said that I kicked Gu Qiqi away? This is definitely a 

misunderstanding! Classmate Gu Qiqi, I came specially to invite you back to the clinical medicine 

school.” 

Bai Yingzhu stood rooted to the ground and was speechless for a long time. 

Her face burned like fire! 

Chapter 378: Who Would Dare to Be Unconvinced of Her? 

Bai Yingzhu was stunned on the spot for a few seconds and couldn’t react. 

Her face had been slapped too ruthlessly. It could be said that it had been cruelly slapped until it was 

plastered to the wall. 

She simply couldn’t believe that a second ago, she was still bragging that Gu Qiqi was a useless person 

who was ditched by the clinical medicine school. 

In the very next second, Shen Ping actually lowered himself to invite Gu Qiqi back to the clinical 

medicine school personally? 

Please, that was the arrogant Dean Shen Ping! 



Shen Ping never took his peers seriously and was even very picky with his students. 

Unless one had an especially awesome family background or extremely good student’s results, 

otherwise they wouldn’t be able to gain his favor. 

What was so great about Gu Qiqi? 

A country bumpkin from Qing Cheng didn’t have any status in the Gu family at all. She was also a 

bookworm with high scores and low capabilities… On what basis did she deserve to be treated so 

cordially by Head Shen Ping? 

Director Shen Ping had never been so polite to her before! 

“Director, are you mistaken? Gu Qiqi is a nerd who only knows how to study hard. How is she fit to enter 

our clinical medicine school?” 

Shen Ping was worrying about how to complete the task given by the principal when he saw that Gu Qiqi 

was ignoring him. However, Bai Yingzhu couldn’t stop bickering. 

He said in annoyance, “Who said that Gu Qiqi is a bookworm? She’s the top student in the entire school. 

Of course, our clinical medicine school has to accept such a top student genius!” 

Bai Yingzhu refused to give up. “But she only knows how to take examinations…” 

Shen Ping said, “Who said that she only knows how to take examinations? She interned in the hospital 

during the summer vacation and is good at nursing. She can even participate in the anesthesia work for 

major operations. If you aren’t convinced by her, then tell me, have any of you been near a real 

operating table before?” 

In order to invite Gu Qiqi back, Shen Ping went all out and spared no effort in finding excuses. 

He remembered that Gu Meifeng and her daughter had once desperately slandered Gu Qiqi for making 

a mistake regarding anesthesia during an operation. They had nearly gone to court and used this to 

defame her. 

However, he didn’t know that these casual words had stirred up such a storm in the hearts of his 

classmates. 

What? 

Gu Qiqi had actually been at an operating table before? 

She was just a student! 

Did she have to be so heaven-defying? 

For a moment, those people from the clinical medicine school looked at Gu Qiqi differently. 

A person who knew how to dissect a frog in three seconds might be a good chef, but for a 19-year-old to 

be able to perform anesthesia at an operating table for a patient, she was definitely a top student 

among medical students! 

Who would dare to be unconvinced? 



There was even less of a need to talk about the freshmen from the veterinary school. They—who 

already admired Gu Qiqi—didn’t hide their admiration and pride. 

Under Xiao Ning’s lead, they even booed Bai Yinghu. 

“Bai Yingzhu, did you hear that? Your director already admits that our Qiqi is formidable!” 

“Bai Yingzhu, why aren’t you giving up? Are you blind?” 

“Bai Yingzhu, I heard that women get uglier when they’re jealous…” 

With a goddess like Gu Qiqi around, everyone dared to mock the little princess, Bai Yingzhu, whom they 

had never dared to provoke. 

Bai Ying was so angry that smoke rose from her face and her eyes burned with anger. “Director, I 

implore you to check that country bumpkin carefully again. She definitely won’t be able to be near any 

operating table. How can she have that ability?!” 

Shen Ping was already completely impatient. “Enough, shut up! Are you the director or am I the 

director?!” 

Bai Yingzhu was speechless. 

In the very next second, Shen Ping turned to Gu Qiqi. His attitude immediately changed. 

His impatient expression immediately turned amicable and benevolent. Even his tone inexplicably 

carried a hint of flattery. “Classmate Qiqi, there’s many things said. Don’t take other people’s gossip to 

heart. Let’s go. Come back to the clinical medicine school with me. I’ll hold a grand introduction meeting 

for you so that everyone can get to know you, the little genius and top student. There won’t be anyone 

with unclear brains who dares to say anything to you, okay?” 

Once Shen Ping’s words fell, everyone drew a cold breath in unison. 

Chapter 379: It Was So Satisfying! 

Oh my god! 

Qiqi was really going against heaven. 

Not only did Director Shen Ping lower himself to invite her back, he even wanted to clear her name of 

being misunderstood. 

He even wanted to hold a grand introduction meeting for her and announce to everyone that she was 

the genius top student in the school! 

What’s more, he even criticized Bai Yingzhu for being “stupid.” 

How satisfying! 

When the freshmen from the veterinary school saw that Gu Qiqi had obtained the approval of the 

leader of the clinical medicine school, they felt proud and regretful. 

What they were proud of was that such a heaven-defying Qiqi was actually in their veterinary school. 



Unfortunately, their Qiqi was going to be snatched away… 

Sigh, why didn’t their director come out and snatch her away? 

However, it was useless to snatch her, right? 

The Clinical Medical School was the best school in the Empire Medical University. 

As long as one wasn’t blind, they wouldn’t hesitate to choose clinical medicine. Only when they had no 

other way out and didn’t have high scores would they come to their veterinary school, right? 

Numerous envious gazes landed on Gu Qiqi. 

Everyone was waiting for Gu Qiqi’s answer and looking forward to how Gu Qiqi would respond to Shen 

Ping’s invitation. 

In the very next second. 

Gu Qiqi’s answer shocked everyone’s eyes to the ground… 

“I’m not interested in your clinical medicine school!” Gu Qiqi said lightly. 

There was no excitement in her eyes as she looked at Shen Ping. There was only disdain. 

Shen Ping was stunned and felt a little embarrassed. 

D*mn it. He had lowered his status to send her back, but this d*mned girl actually didn’t give him face? 

What the! 

If the old principal hadn’t pulled him out of bed early in the morning and ordered him to invite Gu Qiqi 

back, did he think that he was willing to come? 

Was he going to beg her on his knees? 

He tolerated it for a while. In order to take into account the overall situation, he could only lower his 

attitude again. “Classmate Qiqi, some of the freshmen in our school were insensible just now. You might 

have had a slight misunderstanding of our school. But don’t worry. As long as I’m here, I’ll definitely take 

you in as my personal disciple. No one will dare to talk nonsense anymore. Just come with me!” 

Everyone had just been shocked to the extreme from Gu Qiqi’s rejection of Shen Ping’s words. At this 

moment, Shen Ping actually raised an even more attractive condition. 

Shen Ping was going to take Gu Qiqi as his personal disciple? 

Gosh, this offer was very attractive. 

Who didn’t know that Shen Ping’s disciple had a bright future? 

Once she graduated, all the major hospitals would fight over her. She was destined to be a star in any 

hospital. 

Gu Qiqi was really lucky. 

She would definitely agree now, right? 



It turned out that the rejection just now was a strategy of retreating to advance. She just wanted to let 

Shen Ping unleash this final big move. 

Everyone exchanged looks that said, “You know what I mean.” 

Unfortunately, the truth slapped them ruthlessly once more. 

This time. 

They guessed wrongly again. 

Gu Qiqi’s cold voice carried a trace of ridicule. “Head Shen, I don’t know if it’s because your brain isn’t 

good or if it’s because your secretary’s brain isn’t good. I said everything very clearly in your office 

yesterday. Could it be that your secretary didn’t tell you?” 

Shen Ping frowned. 

He received so many important people all day long. 

How could he remember what the secretary had told him? 

He only remembered that Gu Qiqi wanted to seek an explanation back then and asked why she had 

changed her profession. She even asked if her younger brother’s illness could be treated. 

Anyway, he had rejected all of them back then. He couldn’t even be bothered to meet them and directly 

got the secretary to send them away. 

As for what Gu Qiqi said after she rejected him, why would he care? 

She was just a country girl with no status in the Gu family. 

It wasn’t worth his attention. 

At this moment, when Gu Qiqi mentioned this, he could only continue to pretend to be confused. “I’m 

sorry, I really can’t remember. But everything will be according to what I’m saying now. Or, you can list 

any conditions…” 

When everyone heard that, they pricked up their ears. 

D*mn it! There were still bigger terms! 

What did Qiqi say to this director yesterday? 

Chapter 380: How Domineering, My Qi! 

Amidst everyone’s fervent gazes and gossipy thoughts, Gu Qiqi glanced at Shen Ping’s secretary coldly. 

“You also can’t remember what your master can’t remember? Do you still need me to repeat myself a 

second time?” 

The faint glance shocked Shen Ping’s secretary. 

She was just a little girl, but she actually had such a powerful aura! 



He pursed his lips and suddenly remembered Gu Qiqi’s words before she left yesterday. Thinking about 

it now, he was even more shocked. 

Gosh, he had really misjudged her yesterday… 

Shen Ping was already very impatient. He frowned and reprimanded the secretary. “What exactly is it? 

Tell me!” 

If it was because the secretary didn’t deliver the message clearly yesterday and delayed him from 

bringing her back today, and the principal blamed him, he would definitely make this insensible 

secretary lose his job. 

The secretary closed his eyes and reported honestly, “Yesterday, Young Lady Qiqi asked me to tell you 

that she will return every word of your humiliation to you in the future! If you don’t have the ability to 

treat her younger brother, she can do it herself! When the time comes, even if you kowtow and beg her 

to come back, she won’t take a step into our clinical medicine school again!” 

Everyone was speechless. 

It turned out that Head Shen had even humiliated her yesterday by not treating her younger brother’s 

illness or letting her return to the clinical medicine school. 

Why did he come here today to snatch her? 

Wasn’t this slapping his own face? 

No wonder Qiqi rejected you! 

You deserve it. 

The image of Shen Ping—who had always been arrogant and well-respected—in the hearts of the 

students at this moment was simply shattered into pieces. 

Shen Ping’s expression became even uglier. 

Because at this moment, the secretary’s hint finally reminded him of Gu Qiqi’s words. 

This d*mned girl! 

She dared to say such ruthless words to him. 

Did she really think that he was that simple? 

He couldn’t maintain his kind and benevolent face anymore. His tone couldn’t help but turn vicious. “Gu 

Qiqi, are you sure you don’t want to return to the clinical medicine school? I’m here to invite you. If you 

don’t return, it’ll be your own problem!” 

Gu Qiqi said coldly, “I already said that even if you kowtow, I won’t go back. Could it be that you want to 

try?” 

Shen Ping was speechless. 

He was furious! 



Forget it. He was going to tell the principal that it wasn’t his fault that this d*mned girl didn’t return on 

her own. 

Shen Ping left in a huff. 

The people from the clinical medicine school hurriedly left in dejection. 

Bai Yingzhu also wanted to leave, but she was stopped by Xiao Ning. She found a few bold male students 

and prepared to escort her all the way to the piggery in the veterinary school to cash in the bet. 

However, what was surprising was that Bai Yingzhu, this little princess, suddenly had some backbone. 

She looked away from those few people and snorted. “I’ll go. I lost. Isn’t it just feeding pigs? I will go 

myself!” 

“Don’t forget about cleaning pig dung…” Xiao Ning laughed wickedly. 

Bai Yingzhu was speechless. 

After class was halfway done, news came from the piggery. It said that Bai Yingzhu, this delicate little 

princess, had fainted in the pigpen from the stench of pig dung. 

Coincidentally, she fell on a big pile of pig dung… 

In the following experimental class, the new students once again felt Gu Qiqi’s strength. 

Previously, when they observed Gu Qiqi dissecting the frog in three seconds, everyone only knew her on 

the surface. Many people were just watching the fun and were awed by her. 

The effect was similar to watching an exciting movie. 

However, at this moment, it was their turn to personally hold surgical scissors and perform an autopsy. 

Only then did everyone deeply realize how powerful and terrifying Gu Qiqi’s three seconds dissection 

was! 

 


